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Rachel Park is No. 2 of 8 emerging artists at Culture at Work   
Rachel Park is an emerging artist at Culture at Work and has breathed art-life in and out over the past 
three years into the Scott Street Pyrmont studio residencies. Travelling to Boston for an undercover 
internship with Janet Echelman, (Tsunami) Town Hall in 2012, apparently the hardest gig to get. Her 
installations made from toilet paper have appeared like classical apparitions in a medieval play in and 
about the inner and greater Sydney. Park was exhibiting in safARI at the Rocks, when Culture at Work 
discovered her waterfall works, like Niagara falls, shaking with vapour, nature and science in a kinetic 
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ARTIST IN RESIDENCE    
Rachel Park, a talented young artist, 
has emerged during her time at 
Culture at Work to the butterfly stage. 
A studio, mentoring, encouragement, 
persistence, belief in her potential and 
resources have enabled her to bring to 
light the ‘oneness with material’ and 
the compassion for the least regarded 
transformations of nature, including 
jumbo roll toilet paper. The quest of an artist is to 
be believed, remain authentic, overcoming 
persistent disappointment and to exhibit and 
share your ideas and ‘being’ with the world. 
Culture at Work supports emerging artists in this 
process and at the same time shares their talent 
and their contribution to the world with the 
younger generations. Rachel has been talking to 
local primary school students about her work as 
an artist and the emotional responses she would 
like audience to feel and consider. Rachel has 
also built friendships in the local Pyrmont 
community through exhibiting in the Accelerator 
Gallery and giving public talks to the locals. This 
program supported by State Street, has enabled 
Culture at Work to grow the work that we have 
already been undertaking without funding for 
many years.


It has helped us to fund the role of two curators 
one day a week for a short time to support more 
emerging artists with their projects. Rachel is a 
signifier of much that Culture at Work has been 
undertaking over the past few years, she is not 
alone in being selected for a scholarship for a 
Masters at Sydney College of the Arts – Adam 
Sebire has been accepted at Art & Design UNSW 
for a PhD and Gilbert Grace was accepted into a 
Masters in 2014 at Sydney College of the Arts. 
Culture at Work is a research institute and we 
grow research, we also encourage the growth of 
art + science and have supported many artists in 
their linkages with scientists or science expertise 
from partners, even sourcing them a thermo-
graphic camera. This is Culture truly at work. 

– Sherryl Ryan
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aesthetic video they seemed to fit the 
bill for a residency at the then fledgling 
organisation in the shadow of the CSR 
site and redevelopment of Pyrmont.

Rachel Park has exhibited at Artereal, 
Accelerator, Casula Powerhouse, Object 
and in Crossing Boundaries at Town Hall 
during her residency in 2014. In 2015 
she was successful in being awarded a 
Scholarship to study a Masters at 
Sydney College of the Arts and a last 
blast at Culture at Work before flying the 
nest.

The Sydney Morning Herald was smitten 
by her 176-hour installation made from 
jumbo roll toilet paper, she became 
page 8 news with a large format image.

Everyone knows Rachel Park.


Videos of Rachel’s work can be found 
online at:

vimeo.com/42117243

youtube.com/user/RachelJSPark



 Rachel Park 나는 I AM, toilet paper Accelerator Gallery, Culture at Work 2013 

I AM RACHEL PARK 
“I am an artist who has compassion on everyday, ordinary materials. I have worked with 
newspapers, straws, toilet paper, plastic bags, lights to just name the few. For the past 4 years, 
jumbo roll toilet paper has been my major material. Toilet paper is like pencil and paint which I 
use to draw and paint in 3D space.

I want to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary. As an artist, I see the artistic potential of 
those mundane materials and work to draw the beauty out of them.

My works are also site-specific and make invisible elements such as wind, light visible. They 
respond to the atmosphere, which is mainly light and wind and the atmosphere becomes part of 
my work. Moreover for the past years, I have incorporated movement in my art practice by using 
motors, fans, computers and robots.”

– Rachel Park 




Interview with Rachel Park 
Sherryl Ryan: ‘Tell me about your work’ 
Rachel: “the work is me, the work is mirror me  – like the pronunciation of the word 나는 has a 
breathe sound like ‘nanen’ – I often think about Jessica Stockholder an installation artist in Amer-
ica she says ‘that her emotions are as concrete as fridges’ – but we don’t really have an outlet for 
those emotions we don’t really acknowledge them in the open, so she tried to incorporate them 
in her art practice – she introduced colours for that reason – the colours represent emotion to her. 
So I think her practice – the emotions I have, they float in my work I guess, and I also have a 
strong desire to see it in real life not only in my mind. I see it in my mind initially and then I see it 
real life through a lot of effort which requires a lot of patience. I know how much work I have to 
put in, so I am fearful because it is labour intensive – I know it’s going to look good but in order to 
give birth to the idea I know it will take it a lot of time. Even language itself is limited when it 
comes to explanation – same as you know my toilet paper as material is very limited, I can’t take 
it outside can’t put it for up for years no longevity – sensitive to humidity to atmosphere, easily 
crumpled, the bugs get into it – hide and seek in my work – they play on the wall.”

SR: ‘How long has this work taken you?’ 
RP: “two weeks to be put up on the wall – day and night I have been coming in and staying until 
midnight – before I was planning in the studio, the materials and sizes and scales, and with this 
large scale you can’t predict the outcome because of the scale and how its going to work. I like 
that kind of limitation for this building because it is a heritage building – working within 
restrictions and  limitations, I think it’s challenging and find at the same time like in life you have 
limited energy you are vulnerable you have to eat to sleep and do the normal things ...can I go 
back to my work now?”

Rachel Park was an artist in residence Aug 2012 – Dec 2013 and in Feb – Mar 2015
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